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ABSTRACT. - The Savalan Pli~Quaternary volcanic structure is characterized by a tw~ 
stage development. A succession of ignimbritic and lava flows is ascribed 10 the first stage; in 
in the second stage extrusion of conspicuous volcanic domes and the formation of minor 
pyroclastic and lava cones has taken place. Petrographic and major.oxide chemical data suggest 
that a continuous variation from quaru-Iatiandesites to rhyodaciles (RITTMANN classification; 
andesites to rhyodacites according to the differentiation index) has occurred. The differentiation 
trend may be considered typical of the calc·alkaline suites, in spite of a somewhat high Na 
content throughout the sequence. 

The geotectonic setting of the broad magmatic province, to which the Savalan volcano 
belongs, cannot simply be related to subduction of the Afr~Arabian plate under the Euro
Asiatic (Turkish and Iranian) plate . Adequate attempts at explanation of volcanism within the 
Savalan area should not only take into account chemical constraints on magma generation, time 
relationships of past and recent volcanic activity and continental-«llli~on theory, but also closeness 
of two oceanic-crust basins, namely the Black Sea and especially the (South) Caspian Sea. 

RIASSUNTO. - Nel complesso vulcanico Plio-Quaternario del Savalan si riconoscono due 
fasi principali: nella prima ha avuto luogo una sucressione di coltri ignimbritiche e lave; nella 
seconda si ~ verificata l'estrusione di grandi duomi sommitali e la formazione di piccoli edi6ci 
lavici e piroclastici. I dad petrochimici suggeriscono una variazione continua da quano-latitan· 
desiti a riodaciti (secondo la classificazione di RITTMANN ). n trend evolutivo puo essere consi· 
detato lipico delle serie calc·alcaline con pero un costante alto tenore in soWo. 

La situazione geotettonica della provincia magmatica cui il Savalan apparliene, non si puo 
mettere in semplice relazione con la subduzione dell. placca Afro-Araba SOIlO la placra Euro
Asiatica. Una adeguala interprelazione del vulcanesimo dell'area del Savalln deve tener COntO, 
oltre che delle caratteristiche composizionali, delle relazioni temporali e dei processi Iegati alle 
co!lisioni continentali, anche della presenza di due vicini bacini con crasla oceanica, il Mar Nero 
e soprlttuno il Mar Caspio meridionlle . 
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Introduction 

The Savalan volcano is one of the most conspicuous Quaternary stratovolcanoes 
occurring within a young (early Tertiary to Quaternary) volcanic province, spread 
over an area exceeding 200,000 sq. km. (International Geological Map of Europe 
and the Mediterranean Region, 1: 5000000, 1971) across the political borders of 
turkey, Iran and the Soviet Union, and possibly extending to the east and to the 
South·East into two volcanic belts of the same age, the South Caspian Alborz 
volcanic province and the Central Iran volcanic belt (c: Urmia-Dokhtar :. wne of 
ScHRODER, 1944; STOcKLIN, 1968) respectively. From the Van region of eastern 
Turkey, which roughly marks the southern part of the above mentioned province. 
a young volcanic belt can also be traced westward, throughout the entire Anatolian 
peninsula (BLUMENTHAl. et al., 1964). 

If considered within more restricted limits, the volcanic province including 
the Savalan massif is roughly confined between two inland seas, the Black Sea 
and the (South) C1spian Sea, underlined by an oceanic crust (NEPROCHNOV et al., 
1970) and thought by some authors to represent the only true remnants of the 
most ancient Tethys ocean (c: Tethys 1 » D£.wEY et al., 1973). The Savalan volcano 
itself is located in East Azerbaijan (Iran; see map fig. 1), close to the South 
C1spian depression which is characterized by an aseismic two-layered crust, i.e. by 
a 20·25 km thick c: basalt» layer and a 15-25 km thick folded sedimentary pile 
(NEPROCHNOV et al., op. cit.). Unusually thick Plio-Quaternary deposits belong to 
the sedimentary layer, and show evidence of strong subsidence and sedimentation 
during the latest Alpine tectogenesis; FEDYNSKY et al. (1972) believe that this fact 
is unique at least in the western part of the Tethys belt. 

Some rather puzzling features have been recently brought to light by geophysical 
investigations in the crustal segment underlying the above mentioned volcanic 
province: earthquake epicemers appear to be scattered over a very broad area, 
and shocks occur both within and below a continental crust; their fault-plane 
solutions do not seem to follow a consistent pattern (MCKENZIE, 1972; NOWROOZ E, 
1972). Thus, plate motion interpretations - owing also to the lack of paleomagnetic 
data - have resulted in widely different reconstructions, and the possibility has 
even been mentioned that vokanicity here might be related to a hot-spot type of 
activity leading to the accretion of continental crust in much the same way as 
oceanic crust is generated along mid-oceanic ridges (NOWROOZI, 1972). An 
understanding of the recent evolution of this part of the Alpidic belt, based on 
factual data about time relationships and the nature of volcanism, such as has 
recently been attempted with success elsewhere (for the Mediterranean area see 
for example BARBERE et al., 1974), could therefore be critical not only for a sound 
interpretation of the regional geology of the Middle East. but also for the type 
of volcanism not obviously related to plate convergenc~. 
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In all papers which discuss the grotectonics of the area, no specific reference 
is made to the nature and time relationshi ps of volcanism, and quite understandably 
so, since - at least to the writers' knowledge - little reliable information is 
available from the area at large, and none at all from the Iranian sector, except 
for a brief report by ALBEATI & STOLFA (1973). Followi ng one of the most 
fundamental tenets of plate tectonics, DEWEY & S!l.IITH (1971), CRAWFORO (1972) 
and DEWE.Y et al. (1973) related the young calc-alkaline volcanism at the northern 

• • • 

TURKEY 

Fig. I. - Sketch-m~p showing the loca tion of the Savalan volcano in the Middle-Enst area. 

margin of the Afro-A rabian plate to subduction of the same plate underneath the 
Eurasiatic (Anatolian) plate. More recently INNocEt-."'T1 et at (1975) postulated a 
diachronous collision between the above mentioned continental plates to explain 
the geographic discontinuity of the recent calc-alkaline volcanic activity in the belt 
running from the western to central Taurus and to the Van region of Eastern 
Turkey. r......."tBUT et al. (1974) however, primarily on the basis of minor and trace 
element data obtained from a suite of cale-alkaline lavas from Mount Ararat, which 
is a volcano lying almost at the center of the previously mentioned province, 
discount the origin of Ararat volcanism by platc consumption, and accept the 
McKENzlE (1972) hypothesis of the geotectonic evolution of the entire zonc 
betwC(:n the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. Generalized overthrusting and crustal 
thickening are the basis of this hypothesis. The same authors seem to prefer an 
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indirect control on the Ararat magmatism by a former subduction zone, which 
would have induced water migration and accu mulation. Water in its turn would 
trigger magma generation in the upper mantle. 

Within the Iranian sector, which includes the two provinces of West and East 
Azerbaijan, volcanic activity, seemingly occurring in 4 cycles, spans the whole 
Tertiary and Quaternary periods (Explanatory Notes of the N.LO.C., Geological 
Map of I ran, 1959; and P. Bordet, 1973, oral communication) and, possibly within 
the last period, has brought about the construction of two imposing structures, the 
Sahand and the Savalan. The impressive development of pyroclastic deposits, which 
though largely reworked in places, blanket the countryside to an unusual thickness 
and the predomi nantly light<oloured appearance of lava Rows and volcanic 
bodies clearly point to a highly explosive. silica-saturated calc-alkaline volcanism. 
The type of recent calc-alkaline volcanism, and what its relation is to the volcanic 
activity both to the west (Armenia and Anatolia) and to the east (Alborz and 
Central Iran) is, however, not yet known. 

In a previous report (AI-BERT! & STOLfA, 1973) some basic data were given on 
the Savalan volcano, which has physiographic traits typical of shield-volcanoes 
topped by a cap of more viscous, steeply rising lava domes. Two main stages in 
the development of the volcanic structure can be distinguished: 
a) a pre<aldera stage, leading to a succession of ignimbritic and lava Rows, and 
b) a post<aldera stage, during which several volcanic domes « the Upper Series , ) 

were emplaced. 

The caldera rim itself is mostly deeply eroded, and is preserved only to the 
east, and, to a lesser extent, to the north-west and the south-west of the central 
depression. Minor central-type eruptive centers have built small, sometimes well 
preserved volcanic cones roughly along the caldera rim, mostly in a later. sub-recent 
time. ALBERTI & STOLFA (1973) have already commented upon the remarkable 
homogeneity of the rocks of the Upper Series, which belong to different eruption 
centers within the caldera and cover almost 100 sq . km with thicknesses of up to 
1000 m. Rocks of the Upp~r Series carry no quartz (except for some corroded, 
occasional xenocrysts) and accordi ng to the RITTMANN (1973) classification should 
be termed leuco-quartz...latiandesites. A calc-alkaline nature, with a somewhat high 
Na content, was noted. 

In this report more general information is given, based on 13 new chemical 
analyses of samples collected from different parts of the massif. The data refer to 
rocks of either the pre<aldera stage, which will be here called (the Lower Series" 
or of the late minor centers located high in the volcanic structure. The time 
relationships of some of the latter samples are, ·however, uncertain. The analyzed 
samples were selected from 300 samples, on 'account of their freshness (confirmed 
microscopically), thei r location in the structure, and their position in the volcanic pile. 
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Petrography 

The petrography of rocks of the Upper Series has been described in the previous 
report by ALBERTI & STOLFA (1973). Volcanics of the Lowcr Series are not sensibly 
different. They are generally massive, dark grey to brownish, weakly or non~vesicular 

rocks. At the microscope they are classified as macro- to micro-porphyritic andesites, 
with zoned plagioclase (andesine to oligoclase, mostly with a complicated zoni ng pat~ 

tern and rich in inclusions, sometimes thoroughly fritted), brown hornblende and 
biotite phenocrysts, the latter two minerals being subordinate to plagiodase. Augite 
may also occur as macrophenocrysts, but more commonly is restricted to microporphy
ritic size; it generally tends to form glomeroporphyritic aggregates. Orthopyroxene is 
occasionally seen as small, stout prisms. It seems to be more abundant in volcanic 
units low in the succession and in some lava flows which build the eastern, better
preserved caldera walls. Characteristically, all phenocrysts in the Savalan volcanics 
are euhe:dral, plagioclase and biotite showing only occasionally some evidence of 
resorption. H ornblende rarely mantles augite, and may have a strongly corroded 
pyroxene core. 

The large size (up to 1-2 mm) of euhedral sphene, apatite and magnetite 
(titanomagnetite) noticed in the Upper Series rocks (ALBERTI & STOLFA, 1973), can 
also be found in the Lower Series volcanics. but these minerals are not ubiquitous, 
nor are they as abundant, and the grain size is reduced. This could be related to the 
fact that in rocks of the Lower Series groundmass percentage is as a rule somewhat 
higher, and the size of the phenocrysts is commonly smaller than in the Upper 
Series. Plagioclase microlites, pyroxene granules and small opaque specks, together 
with clear to brownish glass. sometimes markedly devitrified, are the main 
groundmass components. 

The texture is massive to trachytic, pilotaxitic or hyalopilitic, remarkably 
devoid of vesiculation features and with li ttle evidence of fragmentation, flattening 
and cataclastic or flow structures. Distinction between ignimbrites and lavas rests 
basically on field evidence. 

The more silicic rock-types differ from the above mentioned volcanics merely 
by a higher percentage of glass, which is generally fresh and may show good perlitic 
fracturing, by a lower An-content of plagioclase, by a lesser amount of the hydrous 
mafic minerals and by an almost complete lack of pyroxene. 

Petrochemistry 

19 chemical analyses (major elements only) of rocks of the Savalan volcano 
are reported in table 1. They are arranged from left to right on the basis of 
ascertained or inferred position upward in the volcanic sequence. 
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Chemical analyses of the Sat/a/an lIo/can;c! 

The location of the samples is shown in fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. - Th" locuion of anal)'zed samples (0« Tabl~ I) in the Sanlan ma"i f. Sample S39 marks 
the top of the highn! ~ak (4811 m.). Sample 49, though located in the (entra l d~rcuion, bclnngs 
to the Lower Seties; it oc,uu in the buemcnt at the Upper Series domn. 
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Following the Rittmann (1973) classification, the Savalan volcanics vary from 
quartz..latiandesite to rhyodacite (fig. 3), with a prevalence of quartz-Iatiandesites 
in the Lower Series and of leuco-quartz..latiandesites in the Up~r Series. 

Q 

Fig. 3. - Plot of normative Q: A: P ratios of the analF.cd 
Savalan volcanic roel", on the Stro:ckciSoeIl (1967) triallglc. 

According to the b,VINE & BARACAJI. (1971) classification, the samples vary from 
andesite to dacite, whilst following the MIDDLEMOST (1973) scheme they are andesites 
and high-lime dacites. The Rittmann classification is preferable because it provides 
a better discrimination between otherwise rather similar rock-types, 

The plot of the major elements against the Differentiation Index (fig. 4), shows 
that a continuous variation trend exists from the quartz-latiandesites to the rhyoda
cites, except possibly for the K20 values to be com mented upon below. Also a 
remarkable constancy of rather high Na20 values is displayed. The continuous trend 
suggests that the more silicic rock ty~s are normal differentiates with no selective 
enrichment of any major element. 

It must be emphasized that even if reference is made to the 2-stage development 
of the volcanic structure, no evidence of any major compositional break is present, 
except fo r two s«mingly unrelated trends of the KiO values, which correspond 
exactly to the Lower and Upper Series rocks. Such trends, actually based on few 
points, are obviously reflected in the (Na20+ K20) value as well. Unpublished 
data (BRUNI, personal commu nication) does however demonstrate that such dif
fering trends are only apparent, and are simply due to a sampling gap. The idea 
is thereby strengthened that magma evolution throughout the Savalan volcanic 
history has been continuous or at last devoid of any major break. 

A plot of weight percent 5i02 v. (Na20+ K20) is shown in fig. 5. It can be 
readily seen that despite the somewhat high Na-content the Savalan volcanics 
lie below the (f (RITTMANN serial index, 1957) = 4 line, and hence do not belong to 
the alkaline suite. Furthermore, in the (AI20.-Na~) versus T i02 diagram (fig. 6) 
these rocks fall dose to the 'T = 15 line, which represents the frequency maximum 
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of orogenic volcanics (GOlTINI-GRASSO, 1968). and hence truly represent an oro
genic suite. 

Use of the: AFM diagram (fig. 7), where a very weak Fe enrichment can be 
seen, underlines a calc-alkaline trend to the exclusion of any tholeiitic type of 
magma differentiation. In the same diagram, besides the line dividing the:: tholeii tic 
from the calc-alkaline field. two other lines arc drawn, representing the main trends 
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of the so-called c Central Iran .. and c Alborz > magmatism. both of T eniary to 
Quaternary age (JU NG et al., 1975). The Savalan trend is seen to faU very close to 
the c Alborz .. trend. It will be noted in passing that the projection of points 
representing analyses of the Ararat suite, studied by LAMBEltT et a1. (1974), rather 
tends to outline a c Central Iran> trend. 
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Fig. 7. - A F )..l diagram lor the Savalan volcanic!. The dashed line ~parates tholeti ;tic from c.ak· 
akaline associations (a fter IllvJ"~ & B"'~"'GAI'. 1971). CUr\'e . A ." Albon: trend; tun'e .. C.!. »: 
Co:ntrd Iran trend (after JUSG et al., 1975). 

Discussion 

Owing to the lack of systematic t race element and isotope data, little can ~ 
safely said at present on the origin of the Savalan magma. The present report 
merely aims at a definition of the main trends of the Savalan magmatism, seen 
in the regional geotectonic context. 

In the previous section it has been shown that the Savalan volcanics, all 
attributable to a Pliocene-Quaternary age, display a calc-alkaline, orogenic character. 
A continuous variation, both on chemical and petrographic grounds, from weakly 
oversatured (more than 6 % Q, CIPW norm) to oversatured (more than 20 re Q) 
rocks (quartz-Iatiandesite to rhyodacite, RITTMANN classification) has been 
established. Serious difficulties arise in the assessment of such a type of magmatism 
in the wider regional framework. Thus, for instance, while the Savalan differen
tiation trend in the AFM diagram (fig. 7) has been shown to closely follow the 
Alborz trend, use of the K20-Si02 diagram (fig. 8), which J UNG et al. (1975) used 
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to disti nguish the c Alborz ~ and c Central Iran ~ trends, reveals a duster of the 
Savalan rocks in an intermediate J>05ition between the above trends, with a slight 
shift towards that of the Central Iran. 

The Ararat suite of L.~~IBERT et a!. (1974) maintains a c Central Iran ~ type 
of trend. With reference to the relationships between the K~O/SiO~ ratios of 
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Fig. 8. - K,o/Sio. diagram for the: Sa"alan w.lcanic rocks. Unes ,A ~ and «C.I .• show the 
!rend of thc Alb.;.r:r; and Central Iran volcanic! rcspecli,'cly (aflCr lusa et aI., ]975). 

volcanic rocks and depth of related Benioff zones in active plate margins suggested 
by HATHF.IlTON &- DtCKINSO:-.'" (1969) and NINKOVICH &- HAYS (1972), J UNG et al. 
(1975) have postulated magma generation for the Alborz and Central Iran volcanic 
zones at a depth of about 250 km and at 120 to 150 km respectively. Magmatic 
activity in both zones has been related by the same authors to a two-stage (early 
Tertiary and Pliocene.Quaternary) subduction of the Arabian plate underm:ath 
an Iranian plate. with a major interruption during the mid-Tertiary. Using 
the same criteria, magmatic sources for Savalan rocks turn out to be located 
at a depth of about 160 km. For Ararat rocks a shallower origin, at less 
than 120 km, would result; but a far lesser depth (between 40 and 50 km) is 
assumed by LAMBERT et al. (1974). who, on the basis of the melting relationships 
of andesite with variable H~O content (GREEN. 1972), and on geochemical and 
textural evidence, oudines tWO sequences of crysta11islllion for the Ararat sequence. 

It does not seem possible to make such inferences regarding the postulated 
subduction of the Arabian plate beneath the Anatolian plate, which is believed 
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to havc triggered the recent Glle-alkaline voleanism of the Lake Van region 
( I NNOCEI'\TI et al., 1975). 

Difficulties cif interpretation are compounded by: 
1) lack of agreement on plate boundaries and motion, as mentioned in the 

introduction; 

2) the geographic trend of the Central Iran and Alborz voleanic zones, which at 
their north-western extremities tend to merge into a single province in Aur
baijan, thereby pointing to a possible ( mixed, character of the local voleanism; 

3) the lack in the Savalan volcanics of textural and/or mineralogical relics clearly 
referable to equilihria at depth; 

4) the very basement over which the Savalan structure has been built, which is 
an early Tertiary (?) predominantly basic and alkaline (K-rich) sub-province, 
possibly attributable to a shoshonitic cycle (ALBERYI et al., 1974). 

Intensified studies of voleanism in this area may well help to resolve a major 
gcolectonic problem of the Alpidic belt straddling the Anatolian and Iranian 
plateaux. 
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